Special Workshop S1 Vertical Living

Chair: Ngai Ming Yip (City University of Hong Kong)
Venue: Seminar Room M2 (B1)
Date/Time: 10 April (Friday) 2015 / 14:00-17:00

01. Wan Nur Rukiah MOHD ARSHARD, Ku Azhar KU HASSAN
   The Quality of Living among the High Density Community of Low-Cost Housing in Malaysia

02. Ying CHANG
   Is Vertical Living Better for Landless Farmers In China?

03. Dorit GARFUNKEl, Rachelle ALTERMAN
   Condominium Towers v. the City - The Law and Urban Governance that Shape Tomorrow’s Global
   Urbanity

04. Mandy LAU
   Increasing Public Housing Density in Hyper-Dense Hong Kong: Implications for Recreation Space

05. Ngai Ming YIP, Ronggui HUANG
   Spatial Differentiation and High-density Living: Hong Kong 2006-2011

06. Paul CHEUNG, Ying CHANG
   Communicative Dynamics in High-density Gated Communities: A Case Study of the Bourgeois Public
   Sphere in a Socialist State

07. Rebecca CHIU
   Large High-Rise Housing Estates in Hong Kong: How Socially Sustainable?

Special Workshop S2 Elderly Housing

Chair: Jae-Hoon Lee (Dan Kook University) &
Wan Nor Azriyati Wan Abd Aziz (University of Malaya)
Venue: Seminar Room M1 (B1)
Date/Time: 10 April (Friday) 2015 / 14:00-15:30

01. Tris KEE
   A New Housing Paradigm for the "Silver Hair" Population: The Case of Hong Kong

02. Paulina NEISCH
   Aging In Place in a Shrinking City: Study of Senior's Quality of Life in Deserted Neighbourhood

03. Sung-Jin LEE, Mira AHN, Hyun Joo KWON, Suk-Kyung KIM
   Housing Satisfaction of 55+ Single-Person Householders in U.S. Urban Communities

04. Ainoriza Mohd AIIM, Wan Nor Azriyati WAN ABD AZIZ, Noor Rosly HANIF
   To Move or Not To Move?: Exploring Future Housing Plan of Ageing Communities in Kuala Lumpur